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Abstract

Online banking and automated credit scoring technologies are speeding up the delivery of

credit. While “digital credit” broadens market access and reduces frictions, it usually features

high interest rates, stiff penalties for delinquency, and high default rates. We study the impact

of digital credit delivery speed on loan outcomes using data from a lender in Mexico. With a

regression-discontinuity design, we estimate the causal impact of delivery speed. Doubling the

delivery time from ten to twenty hours reduces the default rate by 20%. Repayment timing

data show that the effect is not driven by borrowers simply returning their loans.
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1 Introduction

The digital credit market has recently emerged as source of fast, automated, remotely-1

provided, short-term loans for millions of people in low- and middle-income countries (Fran-2

cis et al., 2017). Data harvesting and analytics have enabled digital credit providers to assess3

consumer credit-worthiness and ability to repay without requiring any collateral to secure4

loans (Björkegren and Grissen, 2018). Given its characteristics, digital credit has the po-5

tential to help households cope with unexpected shocks and reduce liquidity constraints for6

investments (e.g., Karlan and Zinman, 2010; Morse, 2011); Bharadwaj et al. (2019) find that7

digital credit in Kenya has improved household resilience to negative shocks. Furthermore,8

the fast speed of loan provision allows borrowers to act on time-sensitive opportunities to a9

much greater degree than in the past.10

The quick provision of digital credit, however, begets a host of consumer protection11

issues (Izaguirre et al., 2018; Lang et al., 2019). It can exacerbate self-control problems12

for borrowers, causing over-indebtedness and default (Skiba and Tobacman, 2019), making13

it harder to pay bills (Melzer, 2011), and reducing access to future loans. Evidence from14

the credit card market shows that less-sophisticated borrowers may be susceptible to over-15

borrowing, penalties, and back-loading repayments, suffering large welfare losses as a result16

(Meier and Sprenger, 2010; Heidhues and Kőszegi, 2010). This may be especially true17

for digital credit, where anecdotal evidence shows that borrowers do not fully understand18

the terms of their loans (e.g., Mazer and Fiorillo, 2015; McKee et al., 2015) and may use19

them to finance unproductive, time-sensitive investment and consumption opportunities like20

gambling (Malingha, 2019).21

Rapid delivery speed is one of the hallmarks of this new, large, and rapidly expanding22

market. Yet, we do not know how this feature of the product will affect borrowers. This23

paper’s goal is to begin answering that question. We provide evidence tying the speed of24

delivery of digital loans to the likelihood that loans are repaid. We rely on quasi-experimental25

variation in the delay between a successful loan application and a loan disbursement to26
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measure the causal impact of a longer wait on repayment.27

Our data consist of loan records from the full set of approved clients from a digital lender28

operating in Mexico over a seven-month period in 2018-2019. The data include both the29

loan application timestamp and disbursement timestamp. We take advantage of the fact30

that the company disbursed loans in batches, and these batched disbursements occurred31

only two, three, or four times during the day. Hence, processing times vary from loan to32

loan: the first few applications added in a new batch had to wait longer than those added33

last. Our empirical strategy identifies those discontinuous changes in processing times that34

are created each time an existing batch is disbursed and a new one is opened. Cruciably,35

disbursement times are ex-ante unknown to borrowers, and they change day-to-day. Thus,36

there is no concern that clients can time their applications for faster service. However,37

unlike the standard regression discontinuity (RD) setup, we also do not observe the precise38

moment a batch is closed; we construct proxies for these cutoff times using a machine-learning39

technique applied to our disbursement and application submission time data.40

On average for all borrowers, loans submitted just after one of these proxied cutoffs face41

an additional delay of 9.81 hours, roughly doubling the total amount of time it takes to get42

a loan. We find that the delay induced by missing a batch cutoff increases repayment by 643

percentage points, corresponding to roughly a 8% increase relative to similar loans that did44

not experience the extra delay. Our point estimates are large in magnitude; they translate45

to a 20% reduction in the likelihood of loan default. IV estimates suggest that each hour of46

disbursement delay causes a 0.4 percentage points increase in the repayment probability.47

While our data offer only a very limited ability to test for the mechanisms behind this48

results, we can use repayment timing data to answer a key question: is the increase in49

repayment rates due to borrowers who are subject to a longer delay simply “returning” then50

loan –paying it back immediately (which the lender allows).1 The answer is no: the effect of51

1This could be either because the impetus for the loan passed, or because the borrower obtained credit

elsewhere in the meantime.
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a longer delay on repayment does not emerge until well into the term of the loan. Notably,52

most of the effect emerges close to or following due dates. In conjunction with heterogeneous53

treatment effects that favor married, higher-income, and higher-credit-score borrowers, we54

take this as evidence that borrower willingness to repay may be a key pathway for the effect,55

perhaps in addition to the ability to repay. While loan utilization is not observed, both56

pathways are consistent with the extra delays changing how loans are used by the consumer.57

Our results are related to recent studies in economics showing that waiting periods –58

without any choice restrictions– can affect behavior (Imas et al., 2016; DeJarnette, 2018;59

Brownback et al., 2019). Waiting periods are already used in settings where myopia and60

impulsivity are perceived to be particularly harmful. For example, many U.S. states require61

waiting periods prior to the purchase of firearms (Koenig et al., 2016; Edwards et al., 2018).62

They are also implemented in negotiations (Brooks, 2015) and conflict resolution (Burgess,63

2004). Our study also relates to the more traditional literature on behavioral biases in64

consumer financial choice. Behavioral biases induce agents into suboptimal behavior such as65

reducing earnings from investments (e.g., Duflo et al., 2011; Kremer et al., 2013) or reduce66

savings (Dupas and Robinson, 2013). A common solution to these biases is to design financial67

products that –unlike waiting periods– impose restrictions on agents.268

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we describe the setting, sample, and key69

variables. Section 3 explains the empirical strategy. Section 4 presents the results, and70

Section 5 concludes.71

2 Settings and sample72

Our sample consists of borrowers from an online digital lender in Mexico, which provides73

short term loans through its website. Borrowers interact with the lender using a browser on74

2Examples include commitment savings accounts, which cannot be drawn down in the face of an unex-

pected need (Ashraf et al., 2006), and microfinance, which imposes frequent fixed payments on borrowers

(Bauer et al., 2012; Field et al., 2013).
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a smartphone or a computer. On the digital lender’s home page, borrowers are advised that75

they can get a loan in “minutes.” Borrowers need to meet these requirements: 1) proof of76

citizenship (photo of national identification card), 2) age between 20-65 years, 3) photo taken77

from the phone or computer camera, 4) regular income (from credit report), 5) cellphone78

number and e-mail address, and 6) a bank account.79

2.1 Application Process80

Loan application and pre-approval happen online during a single browsing session. Shortly81

afterwards, there is a “know your customer” (KYC) verification process for first-time bor-82

rowers to convert pre-approvals into approvals. Approved loans are paid via bank transfer83

to borrowers’ bank accounts.84

Potential borrowers start their application by selecting the amount and term of the loan85

they are applying for on the digital lender’s home page. Loan amounts range from 1,500 to86

3,000 Mexican Pesos (approximately USD 75 to 150),3 and loan terms vary from seven to87

30 days. Like other digital lenders, the APR (called CAT in Mexico) is very high: up to88

478.8%. The web page prominently reports the interest rate in addition to other costs–taxes89

and fees–at the bottom of the window.90

For a first-time borrower, after their request is submitted, the digital lender pulls their91

credit history from a credit bureau, and notifies them whether their application has been92

pre-approved for credit. Pre-approved applicants undergo the KYC process, which involves93

receiving a verification call from a customer-service representative. This process is skipped94

for repeat borrowers. Next, loans are entered into a spreadsheet which serves as a delivery95

queue. The queue is sent to the lender’s bank multiple times per day for batch processing.96

Loan funds are then immediately transferred to borrowers’ bank accounts. Loans can be97

repaid anytime after they are disbursed, but the repayment amount includes the interest for98

the full approved duration of the loan.99

3The exchange rate during the study period is approximately USD 1 for 20 Mexican Pesos.
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2.2 Sample100

Our estimation sample consists of 11,512 approved loan applications from 7,206 unique bor-101

rowers, with loans disbursed between November 2018 and May 2019.4 48% of the loans in102

our sample are from first-time borrowers. For any borrower, we observe up to three loans.103

Our dataset contains, for each borrower in the sample: the timestamps of all loan applica-104

tion submissions and loan disbursements; demographic characteristics (sex, marital status,105

number of dependents, and personal income) as reported in their first loan application; loan106

sequence (whether this is the first, second or third loan); for first-time loans, we also have107

information on requested and approved loan amount and repayment length.108

Appendix Table A5 reports summary statistics. Successful loan applicants are poorer109

than the average Mexican worker, with self-reported median monthly income of below 1,000110

Pesos (52 USD). 45% of applicants are female, and 11% have no prior credit history. On111

average, first-time applicants receive 1,785 Pesos, which is approximately 25% of average112

monthly income. Loan processing times, calculated as the difference between loan disbursal113

and submission times, are longer for first-time loans –26 hours on average from application114

to delivery of the loan– while they are 9 hours on average for repeat borrowers.115

Our outcome variable is the repayment rate. Defaults (non-repayment) on first-time116

loans are very high: 32%.5 11% of first-time loans are repaid after the due date. Default117

rates are lower (22%) for repeat borrowers, which is expected since repeat loans are given118

conditional on past repayment. Appendix Table A6 shows the relationship between bor-119

rower/loan characteristics and the repayment likelihood. As expected, income and credit120

score tend to positively correlate with repayment. The term of a loan correlates negatively121

4The raw data from the lender contain 15,882 loans. Of these loans, 669 had missing submission times,

and three were reported disbursed before they were submitted. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 detail the additional

steps that take us to the estimation sample.
5Unfortunately, it is not possible to tell from the data whether overdue loans have been partially repaid.

It is possible that some of the defaulted loans are repaid after we received the data.
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with repayment, but the amount of the loan does not.122

3 Empirical strategy123

Loan applications happen continuously during the day while loan disbursements are lumpy124

(Appendix Figure A5). The latter is a consequence of the fact that processed loans are125

queued and sent to the bank for disbursement in batches. We use the term “batch” to refer126

to a group of loans that are sent to the bank for disbursement together. By disbursing127

loans in batches rather than continuously as they are approved, the lender creates random128

variation in loan processing times. We compare loans that are submitted by the client in129

time to make it into a particular batch (before the “batch cutoff”), to those that are not130

(after the “batch cutoff”). Crucially, borrowers (nor the lender, ex-ante) are not aware of131

these batch cutoff times.132

Figure 1 shows a simplified timeline of loan applications and disbursements to illustrate133

our approach to identification. Applicants apply for loans i, j, k, m, and l at different points134

in time. All loans go through a verification process, which starts when the loan application135

is submitted and pre-approved. Verification can take longer for some loans than others136

(e.g. loan l). Once a loan’s verification process is completed –with approval– it is assigned137

to the current disbursement batch. In the figure, loans i and j are approved prior to the138

disbursement of Batch A at time t2. Therefore, they are assigned to Batch A. Loans k, m,139

and l are approved after the disbursement of Batch A. Therefore, they cannot be assigned140

to Batch A, and are instead assigned to Batch B, and disbursed at t4. The batch cutoff is141

defined as the latest an application could be submitted and make it into that batch. The142

Batch A cutoff occurs at t1 shortly after loan j is received. Importantly, not all loans received143

prior to a batch cutoff are in that batch. For example, loan l is submitted prior to the Batch144

A cutoff, but because of its extended verification process, it is not approved until after Batch145

A is disbursed. It ends up in Batch B because it is approved before the Batch B cutoff at146
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Figure 1: Hypothetical timeline of loan submission, verification and disbursement

t3. On the other hand, no loans received after a batch cutoff can possibly be in that batch.147

The LBC line stands for “lower bound cutoff,” which we discuss in detail in the next section.148

Our empirical strategy is best illustrated by the comparison between loans j and k. These149

loans have been submitted by two separate clients around the same time, but because they150

fall on different sides of the Batch A cutoff time t1, loan j is delivered much more quickly151

even though it takes a similar amount of time to be verified.152

In our analysis, we implement this strategy as follows. We start from the list of loan153

submission times and the list of batch cutoff times. We first assign every loan to the closest154

batch cutoff (based on its application submission time). Next, we create an indicator called155

PostBatch that takes the value of one if (similar to loan k) the application was submitted156

after its assigned cutoff. Then, we compute a continuous variable DistanceToBatch that157

represents the time of loan application submission minus the assigned batch cutoff time. For158
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each loan, j, issued to applicant i, we then run the following regression:159

Yij = β1DistanceToBatchij + β2PostBatchij+

β3DistanceToBatchij × PostBatchij + δXij + εij (1)

where Y is the processing time (to demonstrate our first-stage) and loan outcomes (our main160

results), X controls for individual borrower characteristics, and a variety of application time161

fixed effects (hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month). The coefficient β2 identifies the effect162

of missing a batch cutoff, under the assumption that borrowers who submitted applications163

just too late to be processed into a particular batch are no different in terms of ex-ante164

repayment/default likelihood than borrowers who submitted an application in time to be165

processed into that particular batch.166

To estimate Equation (1) and plot results, we use the “rdrobust” suite of commands de-167

veloped by Calonico et al. (2017). The commands allow for optimal bandwidth selection and168

automatically provide confidence intervals robust to bias induced by the optimal bandwidth169

selection.We also report specifications with fixed two-hour bandwidths, that exactly match170

our discontinuity figures. Because treatment (delay) is assigned at the loan level, we do not171

cluster standard errors.6172

3.1 Data construction173

The construction of the explanatory variables in equation (1) requires the identification of174

batches and batch times. Here we outline the procedure for this process, and recommend175

interested readers to review the Appendix for more specific details.176

Constructing batches We do not explicitly observe the batch a loan is assigned to, nor177

we have a timestamp for the submission of the batch to the bank for disbursement. Consid-178

6See Abadie et al. (2017).
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ering Figure 1, this means that we do not observe the batches’ disbursement times t2 and179

t4. We construct batches and batch disbursement times from individual loan disbursement180

timestamps. We note that most loans are disbursed within seconds or milliseconds from181

one another (that is, in batches), and use a K-means clustering algorithm to reconstruct the182

batches for each day. See Appendix Section A.1 for more detail. 259 loans are un-batched,183

and they are dropped from the sample.184

Constructing the cutoffs The next challenge we face is determining the batch cutoff185

times (t1 and t3 from Figure 1). These cutoffs times are never observed, even by the lender.186

They are hypothetical: they are the latest moment a loan could have been received and187

processed in the currently accumulating batch. For each batch, we proxy for the batch188

cutoff time with the submission time of the last loan that is included in the batch. In Figure189

1, our proxy for t1 would thus be given by the application submission time for loan j. We190

refer to these cutoffs as lower-bound cutoffs (LBCs hereafter), as they precede the actual,191

unobserved cutoff t1.7 Since repeat loans are processed more quickly, we calculate separate192

LBCs for first-time and repeat borrowers. Once we have a LBC for each batch, we assign193

each loan in the sample to the closest LBC,8 and code DistanceToBatch and PostBatch194

accordingly. See Appendix Section A.2 for more detail. 2,056 loans are more than twelve195

hours away from a batch cutoff, and they are dropped from the sample.196

Figure 2 demonstrates the result of this process. It shows the likelihood that a loan is197

processed in the same batch as the LBC loan, the next batch, or in future batches, as a198

function of DistanceToBatch and the LBC (which is centered at zero).199

70% of the loans issued before the cutoff are disbursed within the same batch as the200

7To be clear, the reason this procedure yields a lower-bound of the batch cutoff is because we cannot

know whether any loan received in between the LBC loan and the next observed loan could have been in

the same batch as the LBC loan or if it would’ve been in a subsequent batch.
8Recall that there are multiple batches, and therefore multiple batch cutoffs, in a single day. In order to

use each loan as a single observation, some assignment rule is necessary.
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Figure 2: Impact of cutoff on likelihood of loan processing in batch
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LBC loan. Because of the way the LBC is constructed, there are no loans after the LBC201

time (Panel A) in the LBC batch. Panels B and C show that the likelihood of a loan being202

processed in subsequent batches jumps immediately after the LBC. Appendix Figures A6 and203

A7 show these patterns for first-time loans and repeat loans separately. The discontinuity is204

very sharp for repeat loans, and less clearly defined for first-time loans. This is in line with205

the expectation that there is more volatility in the length of time it takes to verify a new206

client.207

3.2 Cutoffs and selection208

Our approach has three important caveats. First, by defining the LBCs as the set of maxi-209

mum submission times within batches, the density of submission times after the LBCs will210

mechanically be lower than the density before.9 Thus, the density of submissions drops after211

the LBC, although not due to active manipulation by the applicants or the lender (see Ap-212

9This is similar to what Miller and Sanjurjo (2018) call “streak selection bias” in the context of collecting

data to analyze the hot hand fallacy, and can be shown in a simulation of our data with a uniform density

of submission times.
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pendix Figure A4). Second, loans that create LBCs are processed quickly. The average delay213

in disbursing LBC loans is 4.39 hours, against 10.69 hours for loans issued in the five minutes214

prior to the LBC. Indeed, the speed of processing the LBC loan is precisely the reason why215

it created an LBC. It is likely that LBC loans are also different along unobservable charac-216

teristics. Finally, loans submitted just after the LBC may be more difficult to process than217

loans submitted just before the LBC. If they were not, they would have been included in218

the batch with the LBC loan, and become the LBCs themselves. Figure 2 provides a visual219

confirmation that loans issued immediately after the LBC (within the next 20 minutes or220

so) are different from subsequent loans: they have a lower likelihood of being processed in221

the next batch (Panel B), and are more likely to be processed in future batches (Panel C).222

Additional analysis in Appendix Section A.3 supports the hypothesis that loans immediately223

after the LBC are negatively selected.224

We address all these issues by excluding from the LBC loan (863 loans) and all loans225

received within 20 minutes after the LBC (512 loans).10 In other words, we employ a one-226

sided “half-donut RD,” where we drop only the right side of the donut hole.11 This yields227

our estimation sample of 11,512 loans. Following these procedures, loan submission density228

and observable characteristics of the borrower are smooth across the cutoff. See Appendix229

Section A.3 for details.230

10This process should have the added benefit of reducing measurement error associated with proxying for

the cutoff, so long as we do not overshoot the true cutoff by more than the distance to the LBC.
11Note that selection concerns are absent for the loans that were submitted before the LBC, because those

loans are processed in either the same batch as the LBC or in subsequent batches, i.e., they are not selected

based on their batching. We thus include all loans leading up to the LBC.
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4 Results231

4.1 First stage232

We begin by evaluating the degree to which our constructed discontinuity in batch processing233

captures variation in the overall delay–the elapsed time between application submission and234

loan disbursement. First, we winsorize the delay distribution at the 90th percentile to235

account for a large right tail that is not of interest; the longest delay in our sample is just236

over 27 days, and the 90th percentile is 62.75 hours. Next, we estimate equation 1 with the237

delay length (in hours) as the dependent variable. We first show these results graphically238

in Panel A of Figure 3. For the visual regression discontinuities, we use a straightforward239

approach: we assume a bandwidth of two hours around the LBC, estimate a linear fit, and240

a use uniform estimation kernel. As noted in the previous section, the LBC loans have been241

removed from the data, and that we estimate the discontinuity at 20-minutes post-LBC,242

with the interim data excluded. There is a clear increase in delay at the LBC. The relative243

size of this effect is more pronounced for repeat loans than first-time loans. This is because244

the potential speed of delivery is higher for the former.245

Appendix Table A4 shows corresponding regression estimates using both a model that246

exactly matches the specification from Figure 3, as well as optimal-bandwidth models with247

a variety of control variables: borrower demographics and application submission time fixed248

effects. There is a large and statistically significant effect of the cutoff on loan delay in249

every model. We estimate that missing the cutoff essentially doubles the borrower’s wait250

time. Consistent with the regression discontinuity figures, we find that the absolute size of251

the effect is larger for first-time loans, but estimates are more precise for repeat borrowers.252

Moreover, repeat loans experience a much larger relative size increase in delay.253

One way of thinking about the induced delays is that they force borrowers to “sleep on” the254

decision of how to use their loan. We can also measure the first stage in a way that captures255

that intuition. Appendix Table A7 shows identical regression discontinuity specifications256
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Figure 3: Regression discontinuity figures
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that estimate the impact of missing a batch cutoff on the likelihood a borrower receives her257

loan on the same day she applied. The results are clear: the induced delays make same-day258

disbursement about much less likely.259

4.2 Effect of delays on repayment260

We now estimate the effects of the delay-inducing cutoff on loan repayment rates. Using the261

same graphical specification for repayment rates as we did in the previous section for loan262
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delay, we show the main result in Panel B of Figure 3. We observe an increase in repayment263

likelihood at the 20-minute post-LBC cutoff. Repeat loans show a slightly larger increase in264

repayment than first-time loans.265

Table 1 shows the corresponding regression estimates. The estimates in column (1) are266

obtained from a specification that matches Figure 3: two-hour bandwidth, uniform kernel,267

linear estimation. In columns (2)-(4) we use optimal bandwidth selection and a triangular268

estimation kernel. We allow for an asymmetric optimal bandwidth because the exclusion269

of loans submitted within 20 minutes following the LBC creates an asymmetry in density270

around the post-LBC latent cutoff. The models in column (2) feature no control variables, in271

column (3) we add application submission day-of-week, hour-of-day and month fixed effects,272

and in column (4) we add borrower and loan control variables.12 Panel A shows the full273

sample estimate, and Panels B and C show estimates for first-time loans and repeat loans,274

respectively. Below each estimate, we include the effect magnitude as a percentage of the275

pre-cutoff mean delay within two hours of the cutoff for the relevant sample, the optimal276

bandwidth as determined by the rdrobust command, and the number of observations within277

that optimal bandwidth. The sample that is fed into the optimal bandwidth algorithm is held278

fixed across the specifications, but the number of observations within the optimal bandwidth279

varies slightly across specifications as the optimal bandwidth changes slightly when we add280

control variables. We include two p-values below each estimate. The first estimate has the281

advantage of pertaining to the point estimate of interest, but it does not account for potential282

bias due to bandwidth selection. The second estimate has the advantage of accounting for283

bias due to bandwidth selection, but it pertains to the quadratic estimate used for bias284

correction, not the linear estimate of interest. Both are heteroskedasticity-robust.285

In the full sample in Panel A, we find that the induced delay (of roughly ten hours on286

average) increases repayment rates by six percentage points. This is roughly an 8% increase287

in repayment rates (equivalently, a 20% reduction in the default rate). The effect is very288

12In Panels A and C, we also add a fixed effect for a borrower’s sequential loan number in column (3).
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Table 1: Impact of cutoff on loan repayment

RD bandwidth: Two-hour Optimal

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Full sample (N = 11,512)
PostBatch 0.059 0.063 0.060 0.056

(0.023) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024)

Estimate p-value 0.011 0.008 0.012 0.018
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.044 0.017 0.021 0.038
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 8% 9% 8% 8%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [144,119] [144,112] [146,112]
Observations within bandwidth 7,177 7,704 7,602 7,658

B. First-time loans (N = 5,530)
PostBatch 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.054

(0.036) (0.035) (0.034) (0.034)

Estimate p-value 0.259 0.251 0.227 0.110
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.813 0.326 0.274 0.146
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 6% 6% 6% 8%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [153,136] [162,126] [164,126]
Observations within bandwidth 3,090 3,565 3,554 3,577

C. Repeat loans (N = 5,982)
PostBatch 0.064 0.083 0.078 0.074

(0.030) (0.034) (0.034) (0.034)

Estimate p-value 0.037 0.015 0.021 0.029
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.015 0.038 0.050 0.067
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 8% 11% 10% 10%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [123,110] [127,110] [123,111]
Observations within bandwidth 4,087 4,036 4,084 4,068

Day-of-week, hour-of-day, month FEs N N Y Y
Borrower controls N N N Y

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude the LBC loan, and loans received within 20 minutes after
the LBC. Column (1) reports a specification with a uniform estimation kernel and a fixed bandwidth of 120 minutes around the
20-minute post-LBC cutoff. Columns (2-4) report specifications with a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal bandwidth
selected from a 12-hour window around the LBC. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors of the linear estimates are shown
in parentheses below the estimates, calculated using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three matches.
We report both the heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of the linear estimates, and the bias-correction- and heteroskedasticity-
robust p-values of the quadratic, bias-corrected estimates. We also report the estimated effect as a percentage of the pre-cutoff
mean repayment rate within the two-hour bandwidth. The optimal bandwidths –rounded to the nearest integer– are reported
for the specifications in columns (2)-(4), and observations within the used bandwidth are reported below. The overall sample
sizes for each panel correspond to all loans within twelve hours of an LBC. The fixed effects added in column (3) include the
hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month of application submission. In Panels A and C, a fixed effect for the borrower’s sequential
loan number is also included. The borrower controls added in column (4) are age, age squared, sex, marital status, number of
dependents, log income, and credit score.
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similar in magnitude across specifications, and is always statistically significant according289

to both sets of p-values. Appendix Figure ?? shows that the estimate gets closer to zero290

when we include data within the 20-minute post-LBC exclusion window, but gets larger if we291

expand the window beyond 20 minutes. This is consistent with our concerns about selection292

and measurement error when using the loans in this excluded window.293

As expected, the effect is more precise for repeat borrowers, and perhaps slightly larger,294

although the differences in estimates between Panels B and C is not statistically significant.295

Column (4) shows a statistically significant 7.4 percentage point (10%) increase in repayment296

for repeat loans in Panel C, and a not-quite-statistically significant 5.4 percentage point (8%)297

increase in repayment for first-time loans in Panel B. For first-time loans, the magnitude of298

the effect grows as our specification becomes more robust, but it never achieves statistical299

significance.300

While these results demonstrate a causal effect of induced delays on repayment, the unit301

of measurement of the effect is somewhat arbitrary: a 5.6 percentage point increase in re-302

payment in response to an induced additional delay of 9.81 hours (estimates from Panel A,303

column (4) of Table 1 and Appendix Table A4, respectively). Thus, the back-of-the-envelope304

calculation implies an increase of 0.6 percentage points per hour of induced additional delay.305

Alternatively, we can directly estimate the causal effect of loan disbursement delay on repay-306

ment rates (albeit at the same margin as the crude calculation) using two-stage least squares.307

We instrument for loan disbursement delay using our regression discontinuity model from308

equation 1 using a fixed bandwidth of two hours.13 This approach yields slightly smaller,309

but qualitatively similar results; using the most robust specification in the full sample, we310

estimate that each hour of induced delay increases repayment rates by 0.4 percentage points311

(p = 0.016). Estimates are shown in Appendix Table A8.312

13The use of least squares implies an uniform estimation kernel.
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4.3 Timing of repayment313

Without details on how these loans were used, it is difficult to exactly identify the mechanism314

behind the effect of a disbursement delay on loan repayment. However, by considering the315

timing of loan repayment, we hope to distinguish between three broad mechanisms. First,316

it could be that a delay leads individuals to conclude that they did not need the loan in317

the first place. If so, we would expect to see a higher rate of very early repayments for318

delayed loans. Second, it could be that the delay leads individuals to divert their loans to319

relatively higher short-run (prior to due date) return-on-investment opportunities than they320

would have otherwise.14 If so, we would expect to see a higher rate of on-time repayments321

for delayed loans. Third, it could be that even holding short-run return fixed, the delay322

leads individuals to divert their loans to investments that yield a higher experienced utility,323

meaning that the costs of failing to pay back the loan –particularly reduced future loan324

access– loom particularly large. If so, we would expect to see a higher rate of extended325

repayments –where borrowers are willing to incur fees to avoid default– for delayed loans.15326

To assess repayment timing, we re-arrange our data as a panel. For each loan in the327

sample, we define the time dimension as days since loan disbursed, ranging from zero to 356328

(the latest repayment we observe). On each day, a loan is classified as repaid or not, and for329

each day, we estimate the effect of missing a batch cutoff using our regression discontinuity330

specification. By construction, the estimates will converge to the overall estimate in Table331

1, however, by plotting the coefficients (and confidence intervals) over time, we can observe332

when the difference in the repayment rate emerges by looking for time periods with a positive333

slope. We use the specification from column (2) of Table 1, which implements the optimal334

bandwidth procedure, but does not include control variables.16 Results are shown in Figure335

14This could include simply holding onto the money for extra temporary liquidity, if some loans are

motivated by negative expected return investments.
15One source of this utility gain could be long-run (after due date) return on the investment.
16Near the beginning of the time dimension the repayment rate is close to zero, so we can reduce co-
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4.17 We split the plot into two parts to account for the right-skewed distribution of repayment336

timing; Panel A shows one to thirty days after loan disbursement, and Panel B shows 31337

to 356 days after loan disbursement. Because the earliest possible due date was seven days338

after disbursement, we label one to seven days the “early” repayment period. The latest339

possible due date was thirty days after disbursement, so seven to thirty days is labeled the340

“on-time” repayment period, and the period after thirty days is referred to as the “extended”341

repayment period.342

Figure 4: Regression discontinuity estimates over time
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During the early repayment period, we find no effect of the cutoff on repayment, nor is343

linearity concerns by omitting the fixed effects and demographic controls.
17We use the conventional confidence intervals for the figure because they pertain to the estimated coef-

ficient.
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there a positive slope to the estimate plot. Starting about 17 days after disbursement, we344

begin to observe a positive slope that is then maintained throughout the remainder of the345

time dimension. By the very end of the on-time repayment period, we can begin to detect a346

significant effect of the cutoff. On day 30, we estimate an effect of the cutoff of 4.8 percentage347

points (p = 0.064), which represents roughly three-quarters of the overall effect.18 During348

the extended repayment period, the slope remains positive, explaining the remaining effect.349

While we cannot offer direct evidence that the delay changed how loans were used, the350

timing data is consistent with the idea that delayed loans may have provided higher returns351

than immediate loans, and that borrowers with delayed loans ended up valuing the product352

more.19 One clear pathway through which a disbursement delay may lead to a change in353

loan use is through household bargaining; without a delay, an individual may be able to354

apply for, obtain, and use the loan without confronting their partner. This may be more355

difficult if disbursement is delayed overnight. Indeed, for a married borrower, the effect of356

missing the batch cutoff is to increase repayment by 10.8 percentage points (p = 0.003), and357

for an unmarried borrower, the effect is 1.2 percentage points (p = 0.708). Heterogeneity358

analysis also reveals evidence that borrower willingness to repay may be important. We find359

larger effects for borrowers with higher income and credit scores. Splitting the sample, we360

find an effect of 7.9 percentage points (p = 0.011) for above-median income, and an effect of361

2.8 percentage points (p = 0.424) for below-median income. For borrowers assessed by the362

lender to have a “better” or “best” credit score, we find an effect of 14.2 percentage points363

(p = 0.001), and for borrowers assessed as “average,” “marginal,” or “none,” we find an effect364

of 3.3 percentage points (p = 0.251.)20365

18The bias-correction robust p-value is 0.082.
19If many defaults are strategic, it could be that even the on-time repayment period effect operates more

through borrower value than financial return, but we cannot separately identify this.
20All heterogeneity estimates are in Appendix Table A9, and are obtained using the specification from

column (4) of Table 1. It is difficult to estimate these heterogeneous effect as interaction terms using our

optimal bandwidth approach, and so we present them as separate models.
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5 Discussion366

The fintech industry provides digital loans through mobile apps and text messages to millions367

in developing countries. The speed and ease of access to credit makes digital loans very368

appealing. Nevertheless, despite their small size, these loans often become expensive and369

many borrowers struggle to repay. In addition, defaulting on a digital loan, however small,370

comes at a cost: beyond losing the opportunity for future credit from the same provider,371

defaulters could be reported to a credit bureau (as in our context), or suffer disruptions in372

the mobile services they rely on (as in cases where the lender happens to operate through a373

mobile service provider).374

We study whether one of the primary features of digital credit–the speed of delivery375

of funds–affects the likelihood that a loan is repaid. We leverage the fact that our lender376

processes payments in discrete batches to construct a regression-discontinuity estimate of377

the effect of loan delivery speed on loan outcomes. The first stage of the design is very378

strong: applicants who submitted their application just too late to be verified in time to379

be added to the current disbursement queue receive their loan nearly ten hours later than380

those applicants who submitted just in time (from a baseline of ten hours). We find that381

this induced delay increases repayment rates by 6 percentage points. This is a large increase;382

the default rate in our sample is 20%.383

Governments, central bank governors, and policy makers have recently started to advo-384

cate for supervision and consumer-protection measures in the digital credit market (Donovan385

and Park, 2019). While the nature of our data prevent us from making firm statements about386

consumer welfare, we think our study is an important first step in exploring a hallmark fea-387

ture of new digital credit markets. While the immediacy offered by digital credit has the388

advantage of providing access to those needing liquidity in case of emergency or a limited-time389

investment opportunity, it might negatively affect borrowers’ repayment rates, investment390

decisions, their overall amount of debt, and their ability to get future loans through the391

formal financial system. Understanding these trade-offs is of importance to policymakers392
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as well as to the private sector. Further research on delivery speed, especially using data393

on how digital credit is used, and how delays affect the demand for credit, could speak to394

whether mandatory waiting periods are a sensible consumer protection in this market.395
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A Appendix for Online Publication464

A.1 Data construction: Batching identification465

We do not observe batches’ disbursement times (t2 and t4 in Figure 1). Instead, we con-466

struct the batches and batch cutoffs from our data on disbursement and submission times.467

Because loans are disbursed from a batch, we observe a series of loan disbursements in quick468

succession to one another. For example, the median gap between any loan disbursement469

and the nearest other disbursement in our sample is six seconds, and 94% of loans are dis-470

bursed within a minute of another loan. Some loans are processed in isolation of others471

and appear “unbatched” (not belonging to any particular batch), we exclude these from the472

data. In particular, our exclusion criteria is to drop all loans that are not disbursed within473

2.5 minutes of other loans, as the detectable density of loans falls sharply at that cutoff474

(see Appendix Figure A1). This drops 259 loans. Alternative approaches, including using475

k-means clustering to identify batched versus unbatched loans using the minimum distance476

to another loan produces similar results.477

Among the “batched” loans, we use the k-means clustering algorithm to assign each loan478

to a specific batch within a given day. There are two parts of this process. First, we assume479

that each day consists of six batches, and let the algorithm assign each loan to one of the480

six batches under that assumption. Then, we repeat that process assuming five, four, three,481

two, and one batches per day. Next, we use the maximum proportional reduction of error482

(PRE) statistic to select the optimal number of batches for each day (Makles, 2012). Of the483

142 days in our sample, one is a 1-batch day, 37 are 2-batch days, 47 are 3-batch days, 38484

are 4-batch days, eleven are 5-batch days, and eight are 6-batch days.485

On some days with smaller samples, random initial batch assignments lead to final batch486

assignments that overlap, likely representing a locally –rather than globally– optimal assign-487

ment. As such, we initialize the algorithm on each day by assigning every kth observation to488

one of k batches in sequential fashion. This is essentially a stratified randomization proce-489
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Figure A1: Time between loan deliveries in a batch
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dure to ensure a neutral starting point even in a small sample. In four of 142 days, we still490

end up with overlapping batches with this approach. By switching to a segmented initial491

batch assignment, whereby the first N/k observations are assigned to batch one, and the492

second N/k observations are assigned to batch two, etc. (when assigning N observations to k493

clusters), we extract non-overlapping batches for these four days (although this initialization494

does much worse on the overall sample). On one of 142 days, the data clearly suggest one495

batch is appropriate, but the cluster optimization procedure cannot return an answer of one,496

so we manually assign all observations on this day to a single batch.497

Appendix Figure A2 shows an example of the batching process applied to December 14,498

2018. One loan on this day was processed more than 2.5 minutes from the other loans, and499

is thus removed from the data (left panel). The clustering, applied to the remaining loans,500

produces four distinct batches around 9am, 12pm, 3pm, and 6pm (right panel).501
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Figure A2: Example of batching process
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Notes: The left panel shows the first step of our batching process, where we drop one loan that was disbursed 2.5 or more
minutes apart from any other loan. Remaining “batched” loans are fed to the k-means clustering algorithm. The right panel
shows the batching results from the procedure.

A.2 Constructing the cutoffs502

The lower-bound cutoff (LBC) is defined as the latest application submission time within a503

batch. Appendix Figure A3 shows the distribution of the LBCs in our sample.504

We code DistanceToBatch as the difference (in minutes) between loan application sub-505

mission time and the relevant cutoff, and PostBatch as an indicator for whetherDistanceToBatch506

is positive. Accordingly, in Figure 1, the application submission (start of the verification pro-507

cess) for loan k is closer to the Batch A cutoff than to the Batch B cutoff. Therefore, loan k is508

assigned to the Batch A cutoff, with a positive value of DistanceToBatch (PostBatch = 1).509

The start of the verification for loan m is closer to the Batch B cutoff. Therefore, loan m is510

assigned to the Batch B cutoff, with a negative value of DistanceToBatch (PostBatch = 0).511
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Figure A3: Distribution of lower-bound cutoffs
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A.3 Selection around the cutoffs512

Because the density of submissions will drop at the LBC,this means that the typical regres-513

sion discontinuity validity test–smoothness of the density of the running variable–is not in-514

formative for out context. Appendix Figure A4 shows the density of loan submissions within515

a 4-hour window of an LBC, excluding the LBC loan. Note that because every window516

around an LBC must, by definition, contain a submission for which DistanceToBatch = 0,517

zero will be overrepresented in the distribution. We exclude those observations from the518

figure. It shows a very clear violation of smoothness at the LBC.519

Additionally, there is a selection issue for both LBC loans and submitted just after the520

LBC. Perhaps loans after the LBC were processed in subsequent batches because they were521

more difficult to process; if they had been easy to process, they would have been included522

in the batch with the LBC loan, and become the LBCs themselves. The LBC loan is likely523

to be selected in the opposite manner. If processing difficulty is negatively correlated with524
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Figure A4: Density of DistanceToBatch, 12-hour window
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borrower quality, a failure to fix these issues could lead to biased estimates of the β2 coefficient525

in equation (1) towards indicating harmful effects of induced delays. For example, a failure of526

the borrower to pick up the phone the first time they are called for identity verification could527

be correlated with borrower quality. The average time from submission to disbursement is528

19.6 hours for loans submitted within 20 minutes after the LBC, and 17.7 hours for loans529

submitted 20-60 minutes after the LBC. This supports the idea that loans right after the530

LBC take longer to process, and that these loans could be negatively selected.531

To determine how to exclude these loans, we first consider the smoothness of the density532

of the running variable above the LBC. We use the “rddensity” suite of commands developed533

by Cattaneo et al. (2018) to determine where the right side of the density shown in Appendix534

Figure A4 achieves smoothness, starting from the LBC; where does it shift from outlier loans535

that couldn’t be processed quickly enough to be the LBC to typical loans that simply missed536

the previous batch? Starting at five minutes post-LBC, we test for smoothness through537
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each five-minute increment above the LBC, up to one hour. We use the optimal bandwidth538

approach, with bias-correction robust standard errors. Appendix Table A1 shows the p-value539

associated with each test, along with the optimal bandwidth and effective observation count.540

Table A1: Density-smoothness tests of post-LBC application submissions

Minutes post-LBC p-value Optimal bandwidth Obs. in bandwidth

5 0.003 [3,41] 1,276
10 0.050 [6,44] 1,508
15 0.228 [25*,49] 1,971
20 0.380 [11,60] 2,281
25 0.805 [9,78] 2,723
30 0.922 [18,132] 3,892
35 0.257 [12,103] 3,213
40 0.144 [13,77] 2,706
45 0.447 [23,73] 2,911
50 0.279 [20,70] 2,673
55 0.745 [19,67] 2,468
60 0.577 [26,64] 2,595

Notes: ∗: this bandwidth is outside the range of the data. Optimal bandwidths are rounded to the nearest integer.

Discontinuities are estimated with a quadratic fit of the density and a triangular kernel. We use distinct optimal

bandwidths left and right of the cutoffs to allow for the larger amount of data to the right of these cutoffs to

improve precision. p-values are from the heteroskedasticity and bias-correction robust standard errors, calculated

using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three matches.

The first failure to reject is at 15-minutes post LBC, although the estimated optimal541

bandwidth exceeds the given range (a test with a symmetric bandwidth of just under 15542

minutes yields a p-value of 0.175). Beginning with 20-minutes post-LBC, we always reject543

the null with a well-defined bandwidth.544

Does a 20-minute exclusion window make sense using other approaches? We now test545

directly for smoothness in a key observable –creditworthiness– through post-LBC cutoffs.546

Using the rdrobust optimal bandwidth approach, in Table A2, we show how the assessed547

credit score category of borrowers changes when a batch cutoff is missed. Of the 65 p-548

values in the table, only two are less than 0.05, and both of these are associated with fewer549

“best” score borrowers being in the sample after the LBC –consistent with our concern550
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regarding negative selection in this period right after the LBC. Focusing on that credit551

score category, the discontinuities at zero, five, ten, and 15 minutes post-LBC are at least552

marginally statistically significant, and we fail to reject smoothness at twenty minutes.553
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Table A2: Borrower credit score smoothness through post-LBC cutoffs

Credit score: None Marginal Average Better Best

Minutes post-LBC Coef. p-value Coef. p-value Coef. p-value Coef. p-value Coef. p-value

0 -0.004 0.834 -0.033 0.187 0.038 0.141 0.011 0.559 -0.028 0.015
5 -0.009 0.627 -0.033 0.229 0.041 0.133 0.008 0.708 -0.024 0.061
10 -0.005 0.809 -0.025 0.364 0.025 0.366 0.013 0.543 -0.027 0.035
15 0.006 0.713 -0.024 0.401 0.025 0.393 0.005 0.843 -0.023 0.090
20 -0.006 0.841 -0.003 0.935 0.011 0.807 0.009 0.728 -0.017 0.256
25 -0.006 0.837 -0.003 0.995 0.002 0.898 0.014 0.552 -0.015 0.310
30 -0.003 0.913 -0.005 0.976 0.004 0.941 0.010 0.717 -0.012 0.441
35 -0.011 0.501 0.010 0.490 0.005 0.920 0.013 0.661 -0.022 0.091
40 -0.018 0.219 0.019 0.288 0.011 0.705 0.005 0.894 -0.021 0.080
45 -0.019 0.153 0.005 0.713 0.012 0.603 0.016 0.456 -0.020 0.105
50 -0.022 0.071 -0.001 0.995 0.011 0.567 0.024 0.215 -0.020 0.143
55 -0.020 0.078 0.003 0.998 0.009 0.445 0.015 0.480 -0.019 0.255
60 -0.012 0.119 0.001 0.631 0.006 0.428 0.018 0.350 -0.019 0.424

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude loans received between the LBC loan and the minutes post-LBC. Estimates are
from specifications with a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal bandwidth selected from a 12-hour window around the LBC. p-values are from
the heteroskedasticity-= and bias-correction robust standard errors, calculated using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three
matches.
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Finally, in Table A3, we test for whether observable borrower characteristics is smooth554

through the 20-minute post-LBC cutoff. We again use the rdrobust optimal bandwidth555

approach. Note that while these borrower characteristics are all fixed at the individual level556

(we only observe loan amount and length for the first loan), the unit of observation is loan:557

a particular borrower can experience both sides of the cutoff. Therefore, we use the full558

sample of loans here. We fail to measure any significant or large jump at the cutoff for any559

variables. We thus use the 20-minute post-LBC latent cutoff as our preferred specification.560

Table A3: Borrower variable smoothness at 20-minute post-LBC cutoff

N = 11,512 Coef. S.E. p-value Effect size Optimal BW Obs. in BW

Age 0.525 0.534 0.341 1% [148,98] 7,436
Female -0.008 0.030 0.989 -2% [119,102] 6,828
Married -0.002 0.035 0.787 -0% [92,144] 6,641
Dependents -0.053 0.081 0.416 -4% [90,109] 6,077
Log income 0.003 0.040 0.952 0% [142,108] 7,485
Credit score 0.010 0.065 0.966 1% [115,129] 7,182
Loan amount -7.799 20.847 0.589 -0% [124,122] 7,275
Loan length 0.217 0.415 0.556 1% [123,133] 7,447

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude the LBC loan, and loans received within 20 minutes

after the LBC. All models use a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal bandwidth selected from a 12-hour window around

the LBC. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors of the linear estimates are shown, calculated using the nearest-neighbor

variance estimator with a minimum of three matches. We also report the bias-correction- and heteroskedasticity-robust p-values

of the quadratic, bias-corrected estimates. The reports effect size is as a percentage of the pre-cutoff mean value of the borrower

characteristic within the two-hour bandwidth. The optimal bandwidths –rounded to the nearest integer– are reported along

with observations within the used bandwidth. The overall sample size for all models in the table corresponds to all loans within

twelve hours of an LBC.

One test that we do not report in full is the test for density smoothness of the running561

variable –DistanceToBatch– with loans right after the LBC excluded. This is because a562

failure to reject here can come either from densities that match up nicely at the post-LBC563

cutoff, or from an increase in the standard error in the exclusion window to the left of the564

cutoff. Without data in the region around the cutoff, the uncertainty about the density is565

large. In the main analysis, with a null hypothesis of no effect of missing a batch cutoff, this566

simply reduces our power. However, in this analysis, where we are seeking a region where567
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we cannot reject smoothness, it may lead us to be too confident in the selection of a smaller568

exclusion window. That said, the 15-minute post-LBC cutoff is where we first fail to reject569

a discontinuity in density.570

A.4 First stage Results571

Table A4 presents estimates of the effect of missing a batch cutoff on the loan delay experience572

by a borrower. The estimates in column (1) are obtained from a specification that matches573

Figure 3: two-hour bandwidth, uniform kernel, linear estimation. In columns (2)-(4) we use574

optimal bandwidth selection and a triangular estimation kernel. We allow for an asymmetric575

optimal bandwidth because the exclusion of loans submitted within 20 minutes following the576

LBC creates an asymmetry in density around the post-LBC latent cutoff. The models in577

column (2) feature no control variables, in column (3) we add application submission day-578

of-week, hour-of-day and month fixed effects, and in column (4) we add borrower and loan579

control variables. In Panels A and C, we also add a fixed effect for a borrower’s sequential580

loan number in column (3). Panel A shows the full sample estimate, and Panels B and C581

show estimates for first-time loans and repeat loans, respectively. Below each estimate, we582

include the effect magnitude as a percentage of the pre-cutoff mean delay within two hours583

of the cutoff for the relevant sample, the optimal bandwidth as determined by the rdrobust584

command, and the number of observations within that optimal bandwidth. The sample that585

is fed into the optimal bandwidth algorithm is held fixed across the specifications, but the586

number of observations within the optimal bandwidth varies slightly across specifications as587

the optimal bandwidth changes slightly when we add control variables. Because all p-values –588

both conventional and bias-correction robust– are less than 0.001 in all specifications, we omit589

them from the table. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are shown in parentheses.590

591
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Table A4: Impact of cutoff on loan delay (in hours)

RD bandwidth: Two-hour Optimal

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Full sample (N = 11,512)
PostBatch 6.56 10.76 9.85 9.81

(0.87) (1.50) (1.25) (1.08)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 69% 113% 103% 103%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [81,49] [95,53] [132,55]
Observations within bandwidth 7,177 4,180 4,858 5,974

B. First-time loans (N = 5,530)
PostBatch 8.50 12.25 11.18 10.91

(1.57) (2.00) (1.77) (1.76)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 49% 71% 65% 63%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [129,62] [122,72] [123,72]
Observations within bandwidth 3,090 2,626 2,683 2,695

C. Repeat loans (N = 5,982)
PostBatch 6.71 8.60 8.34 8.25

(0.89) (1.27) (1.09) (1.09)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 185% 237% 230% 228%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [107,66] [118,71] [117,71]
Observations within bandwidth 4,087 3,189 3,426 3,426

Day-of-week, hour-of-day, month FEs N N Y Y
Borrower controls N N N Y

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude the LBC loan, and loans received within 20 minutes
after the LBC. Column (1) reports a specification with a uniform estimation kernel and a fixed bandwidth of 120 minutes
around the 20-minute post-LBC cutoff. Columns (2-4) report specifications with a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal
bandwidth selected from a 12-hour window around the LBC. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors of the linear estimates
are shown in parentheses below the estimates, calculated using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three
matches. All estimates are statistically significant with p < 0.001 according to both the heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of
the linear estimates, and the bias-correction- and heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of the quadratic, bias-corrected estimates.
We also report the estimated effect as a percentage of the pre-cutoff mean delay within the two-hour bandwidth. The optimal
bandwidths –rounded to the nearest integer– are reported for the specifications in columns (2)-(4), and observations within
the used bandwidth are reported below. The overall sample sizes for each panel correspond to all loans within twelve hours
of an LBC. The fixed effects added in column (3) include the hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month of application submission.
In Panels A and C, a fixed effect for the borrower’s sequential loan number is also included. The borrower controls added in
column (4) are age, age squared, sex, marital status, number of dependents, log income, and credit score.
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A.5 Additional Figures and Tables592

Figure A5: Distributions of loan application submissions and loan disbursements
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Figure A6: Impact of cutoff on likelihood of loan processing in batch (first-time
loans)
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Notes: Regression discontinuity plots use third degree polynomials, a uniform kernel, and a fixed bandwidth of 120 minutes.
We always exclude the LBC loans.

Figure A7: Impact of cutoff on likelihood of loan processing in batch (repeat loans)
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Notes: Regression discontinuity plots use third degree polynomials, a uniform kernel, and a fixed bandwidth of 120 minutes.
We always exclude the LBC loans.
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Figure A8: Impact of cutoff on loan repayments by post-LBC cutoff
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Notes: Estimates are from the same model as Table 1, column (4), estimated for each post-LBC exclusion window from zero
to forty (in one-minute increments).
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Table A5: Summary statistics

Variables Mean SD Min Median Max

A. Borrower characteristics (N = 7,206)
Age 37.45 9.55 20 36 65
Female 0.4 0.50 0 0 1
Married 0.49 0.50 0 0 1
Dependents 1.24 1.14 0 1 5
Monthly income (pesos) 1,718.66 8,279.59 291.67 916.67 125,000.00
Credit score - none 0.13 0.33 0 0 1
Credit score - marginal 0.30 0.46 0 0 1
Credit score - average 0.31 0.46 0 0 1
Credit score - better 0.22 0.41 0 0 1
Credit score - best 0.04 0.21 0 0 1
Credit score - linear (0-4) 1.76 1.07 0 2 4

B: First-time loans (N = 5,530)
Amount received (pesos) 1,759.29 348.53 1,000 1,500 3,000
Loan term (days) 21.36 7.13 7 21 30
Processing time (hours) 23.63 21.32 0.60 18.07 63.10
Loan repaid 0.68 0.46 0 1 1

C: Repeat loans (N = 5,982)
Processing time (hours) 8.95 14.84 0.15 2.99 63.10
Loan repaid 0.78 0.42 0 1 1

Notes: Borrower characteristics are collected at the time of the first loan application. Income is winsorized at the top 0.5% due
to a couple extreme outliers. Loan amounts and lengths are only available for first loans. Processing times measure the time
between loan application and loan disbursement. Processing times are winsorized at the top 10% due to a large right tail.
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Table A6: Borrower/loan characteristics and loan repayment

Sample: Full sample First-time loans

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age -0.004 -0.004 -0.008 -0.009
(0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)
p = 0.274 p = 0.218 p =0.103 p =0.081

Age2 0.000052 0.000055 0.000096 0.000103
(0.000041) (0.000040) (0.000062) (0.000062)
p = 0.211 p =0.172 p =0.123 p =0.099

Female 0.013 0.011 0.018 0.018
(0.009) (0.008) (0.013) (0.013)
p = 0.151 p =0.177 p =0.154 p =0.154

Married -0.010 -0.011 -0.014 -0.015
(0.010) (0.010) (0.015) (0.015)
p = 0.292 p =0.251 p =0.339 p = 0.318

Dependents -0.007 -0.006 -0.002 -0.001
(0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.007)
p = 0.116 p =0.142 p =0.812 p =0.937

Log monthly income (pesos) 0.023 0.020 0.013 0.011
(0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.008)
p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p =0.117 p =0.172

Credit score (0-4) 0.026 0.034 0.065 0.073
(0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009)
p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p <0.001 p <0.001

Log amount received (pesos) 0.029 0.003
(0.043) (0.045)
p =0.502 p =0.955

Loan term (days) -0.003 -0.003
(0.001) (0.001)
p =0.001 p =0.002

Day-of-week, hour-of-day, month FEs N Y N Y
Observations 11,512 11,512 5,530 5,530
Clusters 7,206 7,206
Sample mean [SD] 0.733 [0.442] 0.685 [0.465]

Notes: All estimates are from linear probability models of repayment. Columns (1) and (2) use the entire estimation sample of
loans, with standard errors clustered at the borrower level. Columns (3) and (4) use only first-time loans, with heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors. In columns (2) and (4), we include fixed effects for the hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month of application
submission. In column (2) the set of fixed effects also includes a borrower’s sequential loan number.
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Table A7: Impact of cutoff on likelihood of same-day loan

RD bandwidth: Two-hour Optimal

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Full sample (N = 11,512)
PostBatch -0.148 -0.212 -0.231 -0.237

(0.022) (0.043) (0.034) (0.028)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean -19% -27% -30% -31%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [66,48] [73,53] [94,55]
Observations within bandwidth 7,177 3,582 4,097 4,873

B. First-time loans (N = 5,530)
PostBatch -0.191 -0.284 -0.264 -0.261

(0.037) (0.049) (0.040) (0.040)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean -34% -50% -47% -46%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [112,55] [125,61] [127,61]
Observations within bandwidth 3,090 2,371 2,573 2,592

C. Repeat loans (N = 5,982)
PostBatch -0.161 -0.179 -0.201 -0.198

(0.025) (0.035) (0.025) (0.025)

Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean -17% -19% -21% -21%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [95,74] [108,89] [117,71]
Observations within bandwidth 4,087 3,085 3,548 3,509

Day-of-week, hour-of-day, month FEs N N Y Y
Borrower controls N N N Y

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude the LBC loan, and loans received within 20 minutes
after the LBC. Column (1) reports a specification with a uniform estimation kernel and a fixed bandwidth of 120 minutes
around the 20-minute post-LBC cutoff. Columns (2-4) report specifications with a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal
bandwidth selected from a 12-hour window around the LBC. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors of the linear estimates
are shown in parentheses below the estimates, calculated using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three
matches. All estimates are statistically significant with p ≤ 0.001 according to both the heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of
the linear estimates, and the bias-correction- and heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of the quadratic, bias-corrected estimates.
We also report the estimated effect as a percentage of the pre-cutoff mean likelihood of same-day disbursement within the
two-hour bandwidth. The optimal bandwidths –rounded to the nearest integer– are reported for the specifications in columns
(2)-(4), and observations within the used bandwidth are reported below. The overall sample sizes for each panel correspond
to all loans within twelve hours of an LBC. The fixed effects added in column (3) include the hour-of-day, day-of-week, and
month of application submission In Panels A and C, a fixed effect for the borrower’s sequential loan number is also included.
The borrower controls added in column (4) are age, age squared, sex, marital status, number of dependents, log income, and
credit score.
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Table A8: IV estimates of impact of loan delay on loan repayment

(1) (2) (3)

A. Full sample (N = 7,177)
Loan Delay (hours) 0.0026 0.0043 0.0042

(0.0013) (0.0018) (0.0017)
Estimate p-value 0.041 0.014 0.016

B. First-time loans (N = 3,090)
Loan Delay (hours) 0.0026 0.0035 0.0042

(0.0019) (0.0027) (0.0027)
Estimate p-value 0.172 0.193 0.123

C. Repeat loans (N = 4,087)
Loan Delay (hours) 0.0025 0.0048 0.0046

(0.0017) (0.0022) (0.0022)
Estimate p-value 0.127 0.031 0.038

Day-of-week, hour-of-day, month FEs N Y Y
Borrower controls N N Y

Notes: All estimates are from two-stage-least-squares models where the regression-discontinuity specification from equation 1
instruments for the experienced delay in receiving a loan (jn hours). The sample limited to a two-hour window around the
20-minute post-LBC cutoff. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are shown in parentheses below the estimates. All models
feature first stages with joint F-statistics that are statistically different from zero with p < 0.001. The fixed effects added in
column (2) include the hour-of-day, day-of-week, and month of application submission. In Panels A and C, a fixed effect for
the borrower’s sequential loan number is also included. The borrower controls added in column (3) are age, age squared, sex,
marital status, number of dependents, log income, and credit score.
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Table A9: Heterogeneity in repayment effects

(1) (2)

A: Marital Status Single/Divorced/Widowed Married
PostBatch 0.012 0.108

(0.032) (0.037)

Estimate p-value 0.708 0.003
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.833 0.007
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 2% 15%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [142,133] [132,101]
Observations within bandwidth 4,054 3,447
Total Observations 5,903 5,609

B: Income Below median Above median
PostBatch 0.028 0.079

(0.035) (0.031)

Estimate p-value 0.424 0.011
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.492 0.023
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 4% 11%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [142,121] [148,121]
Observations within bandwidth 4,017 4,017
Total Observations 5,876 5,876

C: Credit Score None/Marginal/Average Better/Best
PostBatch 0.033 0.142

(0.028) (0.044)

Estimate p-value 0.251 0.001
Bias-corrected estimate p-value 0.333 0.004
Effect as % of pre-cutoff mean 5% 18%
Optimal bandwidth (mins) [148,125] [117,81]
Observations within bandwidth 5,599 1,834
Total Observations 8,140 3,372

Notes: All estimated discontinuities are from linear models that exclude the LBC loan, and loans received within 20 minutes
after the LBC. All estimates are from specifications with a triangular estimation kernel, and an optimal bandwidth selected from
a 12-hour window around the LBC. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors of the linear estimates are shown in parentheses
below the estimates, calculated using the nearest-neighbor variance estimator with a minimum of three matches. We report both
the heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of the linear estimates, and the bias-correction- and heteroskedasticity-robust p-values of
the quadratic, bias-corrected estimates. We also report the estimated effect as a percentage of the pre-cutoff mean repayment
rate within the two-hour bandwidth. The optimal bandwidths –rounded to the nearest integer– are reported, observations
within the used bandwidth are reported below, and all observations within twelve hours of an LBC below that. All estimates
feature fixed effects for the hour-of-day, day-of-week, month of application submission, and the borrower’s sequential loan
number. All estimates feature controls for age, age squared, sex, marital status, number of dependents, log income, and credit
score. These controls drop out when they are the heterogeneous variable of interest.
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